Chapter 25

HCDSR: A Hierarchical Clustered Fault
Tolerant Routing Technique for
IoT-Based Smart Societies
Thaha Muhammed, Rashid Mehmood, Aiiad Albeshri, and Ahmed Alzahrani

25.1 Introduction
Urban population has increased vastly in the recent years. The United Nations
Human Settlements Program (UN-Habitat) [41] has foreseen it to be 10 billion by
2050, which is two-thirds of the current population on earth. The cities will have
to deal with pressing issues such as public safety, efficient transportation, energy
consumption, environmental sustainability, and expense reduction. These pressing
issues have led to smart city paradigm which aims to plan and develop efficient
urban cities in future.
The past decade has witnessed the advancement of Internet of Things (IoT)
[37, 40] especially the sensing technology [25]. In addition to the widespread
development of sensors, improvement in big data computing infrastructure has
enabled the collection of huge amount of heterogeneous data produced daily by
urban spaces [11]. Urban spaces produce data related to temperature, weather, pollution, traffic control, the mobility of people, and resource consumption (water and
electricity) which can be analyzed to improve the services provided and make the
environment greener. Smart cities rely on sensors, webcams, IoT systems, wireless
sensor networks, databases, ubiquitous devices, and many other frameworks that
collect, process, and take informed decisions based on the data [5]. A survey on
data fusion and IoT for smart ubiquitous environments can be seen in [6].
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Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are one of the atomic components of IoT.
Data acquisition for IoT applications requires wireless sensor network and is the
link between the real world and the digital world. WSNs play a major role in
building interconnected urban territories and are critical to smart cities. WSNs
consist of small low power sensor nodes that can sense, process, and wirelessly
communicate with each other. The sensors are devices with limited battery, storage,
size, and computational power. The sensors nodes sense data and forward it to
a base station known as sink for further processing of data by IoT systems.
Intelligent monitoring and management of smart cities are possible through IoT.
WSNs are used in a number of time-critical smart city applications such as
agriculture monitoring [43], intruder detection [19], disaster management, health
care, mobile object tracking, environment monitoring [19], intelligent transport
system (obstacle detection, collision warnings and avoidance, traffic monitoring)
[16, 42, 47], vehicular ad-hoc networks [35], energy monitoring in smart grids [38],
and home/office automation systems (HOS) [20].
Since WSNs are deployed in harsh and hostile conditions they are susceptible
to frequent errors. The occurrence of faults results in disruption of the network
or worse in the failure of the network. This might lead to human, economic,
environmental loss since the sensors are used in many safety critical applications.
Another source of a fault in WSN is the power [25]. Since the WSNs work
unattended in a hostile environment it is not feasible to replenish the batteries of
the sensors. Moreover, various hazard might cause the power to run out, which
results in a node failure. Data transmission consumes a major portion of energy
[46]. Hence prolonging energy in WSN becomes a critical and challenging issue
[1, 3, 9, 15, 32]. A detailed discussion on possible faults in wireless sensor networks
has been discussed in [39].
It is required that the data collected by the sensors on critical events should not
be of low quality [18, 21, 22] that might lead to important information loss, but
often random link failures occur that disrupt communication in the network. All
these issues point to the necessity of fault tolerance techniques that would provide
techniques to mask these faults and provide the expected services, in the presence of
faults. Major disadvantages of existing techniques are a high dissipation of energy,
large mean time to repair (MTTR), and the use of extra software and hardware
[44, 45].
Clustering has been used by the researchers to reduce the energy consumption
in WSN [4]. In a clustered WSN, the sensors are clustered into mutually exclusive
clusters. A sensor node is associated with a single cluster and each cluster has a
cluster head (CH) that aggregates the data from the nodes associated with it and
transmits it to the base station (sink). The transmission of a large amount of data
by the CHs leads to depletion of energy and consequently leads to the death of the
CH. To prevent this many researchers [28–30] have proposed using special gateways
with higher initial energy, but the use of special gateways is not feasible when the
network is deployed randomly in inaccessible locations. This also creates a problem
with clustering and reclustering when randomly deployed. Consequently, many
researchers have used techniques such as multipath routing, backbone scheduling,
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and node scheduling. Researchers have also proposed various clustering techniques
to improve ad-hoc network performance, see, e.g., [7, 8, 33, 34, 36].
In this paper, we propose a new fault tolerant routing algorithm based on modified
dynamic source routing (DSR) on a clustered, hierarchical sensor network for IoT
applications. We use a vice cluster head that takes over the duties of the CH on
the failure of a CH. Moreover, we use multiple paths that have been prioritized and
sorted on the basis of a cost function that takes into consideration the total energy
in a path and the distance from the source to sink. Furthermore, we use energy
thresholds to decide the CHs that would participate in the routing process. One
of the major advantages of the technique is that the mean time to repair (MTTR)
for this technique is small. We simulate our algorithm and compare our algorithm
with DFTR [12], a distributed fault tolerant algorithm and LEACH (low-energy
adaptive clustering hierarchy) [25], a well-known routing algorithm. Metrics such
as the number of alive nodes, total energy consumption of the network, and total
packets transmitted to the sink are compared measured for all the three techniques.
Based on these metrics it was observed that HCDSR performs better than the other
techniques. This paper extends our earlier work [40]. The contributions to this work
can be summarized as follows:
– We present a survey of fault tolerant and energy-efficient routing techniques for
WSNs.
– We propose a new up-to-date taxonomy for fault tolerant strategies for WSNs.
– We provide a brief qualitative analysis and comparison of latest fault tolerant
strategies for WSNs.
– We propose a new energy-efficient fault tolerant routing strategy called heterogeneous modified dynamic source routing (HCDSR).
– We simulate the proposed technique.
– The results from the proposed technique are compared with two current techniques, LEACH [25] and DFTR [12], demonstrating better performance.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 25.2 discusses the proposed
taxonomy for fault tolerant techniques in WSN. In Sect. 25.3, we discuss the stateof-the-art fault tolerant techniques for WSN. We also do a qualitative analysis of
FT techniques in WSN. In Sect. 25.4, we discuss the system model and Sect. 25.5
introduces our proposed FT routing technique. Section 25.6 presents the simulation
of the proposed technique. It also presents the comparison with techniques to
validate our proposed technique. Section 25.7 concludes the paper.

25.2 Taxonomy
Fault tolerance techniques in wireless sensor networks can be classified according to
two criteria, namely based on the phase at which the fault tolerant technique triggers
and based on the origin of faults in WSN. Based on these criteria fault detection
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Fig. 25.1 Proposed taxonomy of fault tolerant techniques in WSN

techniques in WSN can be classified as (1) proactive and (2) reactive as shown in
Fig. 25.1.

25.2.1 Proactive Techniques
Proactive techniques in WSN proactively and sensibly use the existing resources of
the wireless sensor to extend the lifetime of the network or prevent the fault from
occurring. These techniques take preemptory action against potential faults. Based
on the origin of faults these techniques can be classified (1) node-based techniques,
(2) network-based techniques, and (3) holistic techniques.
Node-Based Techniques The node-based proactive techniques can be further
classified as (1) energy-based fault tolerance technique and (2) data fault tolerance.
Energy-based fault tolerance increases the mean time to failure and the lifetime
of the network. This strategy uses techniques such as clustering of sensor nodes,
hibernation of nodes, and scheduling nodes and backbone of the WSN. Proactive
data fault tolerant techniques help in recovering from data faults. One of the major
techniques of data fault tolerance is the dual transmission of the same value and
comparison of these data to detect the faults.
Network-Based Techniques It comprises of mainly two techniques, namely (1)
connectivity maintenance technique and (2) multipath routing. Connectivity maintenance techniques increase the lifetime of network using various algorithms. Bridge
protection algorithm is an example of connectivity maintenance algorithm that
increases the lifetime of WSNs comprising bridged nodes. Data is sent through
multiple paths to increase the redundancy and tolerate network fault in multipath
techniques.
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25.2.2 Reactive Techniques
Reactive techniques trigger the fault tolerant strategy on the occurrence of the faults.
This strategy waits for the faults to occur and then adjusts or reacts to the fault by
starting the recovery process. These techniques can also be further classified based
on the origin of the faults as (1) node-based, (2) network-based, and (3) holisticbased technique.
Node-Based Techniques Node-based reactive techniques are used to recover from
node failures. It consists of strategies like switching to the sleeping backup node on
the occurrence of node failure.
Network-Based Faults Network-based reactive techniques consist of using multiple paths, backup paths, and path recalculation in case of network/link failure.
Moreover, for restoring the connectivity, extra nodes are deployed or the existing
nodes are repositioned.
Holistic Techniques These are the techniques that can deal and recover from both
network- and node-based faults. They provide a complete fault tolerance for various
faults.

25.3 Previous Work
In this section we shall discuss the existing work related to WSN fault tolerance
techniques. In this section we shall discuss the current work related to WSN fault
tolerance techniques. Tables 25.1 and 25.2, respectively, give the advantages and
disadvantages of various fault tolerant techniques for WSNs that shall be discussed
in this section. Tables 25.3 and 25.4 give a comparison of some of the FT routing
techniques that shall be discussed ahead.

25.3.1 Proactive Techniques
Zhao et al. [49] propose a sleep scheduling technique, called virtual backbone
scheduling (VBS). In this technique, we form multiple backbones that overlap
with each other. Data is transmitted to the sink using only these backbones. The
nodes that are not part of the backbone do not participate in transmission to save
energy. The energy consumption of the nodes is balanced by rotating the backbones.
This results in a longer lifetime of the network. Selection of the backbones that
increases the network lifetime is an NP-hard problem and hence the authors
propose three techniques to solve this. These schemes are based on (1) schedule
transition graph (STG), (2) virtual scheduling graph (VSG), and (3) iterative local
replacement (ILR). The longest path in a schedule transition graph corresponds to
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Table 25.1 Comparison of advantages of various fault tolerant techniques in WSN
Protocol

Taxonomy Advantages
Proactive – Energy-efficient routing
– Increases lifetime of network
BPA [27]
Proactive – Reduction in message overhead
– Increases energy efficiency
– Balance the energy in the network
PASC_AR [17] Proactive – Increases network lifetime
DFTR [12]
Proactive – Reduces energy consumption
– Increases gateway lifetime
MDSR [2]
Reactive
– Energy-efficient routing
– Fault tolerant routing
– Total throughput increases due to higher lifetime of the network
B3 FT [23]
Reactive
– Energy efficient
– Energy balanced
– Cluster head tolerance
– Increases the time span of network (CH + nodes)
FT PSO [13]
Reactive
– Increases lifetime of network
– Energy balanced
FTEAM [26]
Reactive
– Increases lifetime of cluster heads
– Improves reliability
IFTF [24]
Holistic
– Holistic approach detects permanent node failures
– Monitors network quality
– Determines source and cause of the fault
VBS [49]

Table 25.2 Comparison of disadvantages of various fault tolerant techniques in WSN
Protocol

Disadvantages
– Node failures might require recalculating the backbones as nodes overlap
among backbones
BPA [27]
– Trade-off between time and residual energy
PASC_AR [17] – Reduction of sensing accuracy due to the sleep mode of nodes
DFTR [12]
– Fixed gateways not always suitable or plausible
– Clustering difficult when there is fixed gateways
MDSR [2]
– Reduction in throughput of network for any given time period as all nodes
not involved in transmission
B3 FT [23]
– Use of extra hardware as gateways
FT PSO [13]
– Does not handle fault tolerance if no gateway in range
FTEAM [26] – Trade-off between accuracy and lifetime
– Only reliable when rate of change of sensed value is very small inside the
cluster
IFTF [24]
– Four percent increase in message overhead
– Does not consider the computation overhead
– Does not provide a specific technique for recovering from fault
VBS [49]
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Table 25.3 Comparison of fault tolerant routing techniques
Protocol
MDSR [2]
E3BFT [23]
FT PSO [13]
DFTR [12]

Energy savings





Phases
1
3
3
3

Message reduction
X




FT technique
Multiple routes stored
Rejoin new cluster head
Selection of alternate gateways
Selection of alternate gateways

Table 25.4 Comparison of clustering techniques used in selected fault tolerant routing schemes
Protocol
E3BFT [23]

Clustering
Yes

Clustering type
Proactive

Intra cluster
routing
Multi-hop

MDSR [2]
FT PSO [13]
DFTR [12]

X
Yes
Yes

NA
Proactive
Reactive

NA
Multi-hop
Multi-hop

Clustering technique
Using residual energy, routing
overhead, and node-gateway
distance
NA
Using special gateways
Using special gateways

the backbone that provides maximum network lifetime. STG models structure and
energy separately. In VSG, multiple virtual nodes are created from sensor nodes
in such a way that the energy of corresponding sensor nodes is represented by
their degrees. STG and VSG are both centralized techniques. ILR is a distributed
technique that uses local information for switching backbone. The switching is done
node by node iteratively and each node decides the next node to be switched by
analyzing the energy of neighboring nodes.
Khan et al. [27] propose a fault tolerant algorithm for bridge protection in WSNs.
The fragmentation of WSN due to the various events might result in the formation
of a bridge node, which maintains the network connectivity. Bridge nodes are nodes
whose removal results in communication failure between the fragments of WSN.
The authors propose a bridge protection algorithm with manifold goals. Primarily to
prevent the bridge node(s) from prematurely exhausting the energy and secondarily
for preventing the formation of new bridge nodes from its neighboring nodes and
to maintain the minimal functionality of the network with minimal interference.
The authors modify the functionalities at the bridge node, gate nodes (non-bridge
neighboring nodes of bridge node(s) on the side without sink), and fan-out nodes
(non-bridge neighboring nodes of bridge node(s) on the side with sink). Most
message reasoning is shifted from sink to gate nodes. Heartbeat messages will no
longer be sent by the nodes, instead the gate nodes will process and detect if a node
fails and send a message only on failure to save energy. Occlusion reasoning is
used to avoid obsolete and redundant messages being sent to sink to save energy.
To avoid creating load on fan-out nodes, the bridge node splits the traffic based on
round-robin scheduling. The fan-out nodes further split the traffic to avoid the traffic
coalescing at a single node to result in energy depletion. The routing alternatives
chosen by the fan-out and bridge nodes are selected using Delaunay triangulation of
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the nodes and further reducing it into relative neighboring graphs, which will further
diminish power consumption, extending the life of bridge nodes.
Boucetta et al. [17] propose an energy-efficient fault tolerant scheduling algorithm, called power aware scheduling and clustering protocol with adaptive redeployment (PASC_AR). In this technique, all nodes are considered to have the initial
same energy level and same capabilities. The network is partitioned into zones. All
sensor nodes which sense identical values are considered to be in the same zone.
The network is clustered geographically based on node location. Only one node
from each node will be active and this node will be assigned as the cluster head.
The cluster head creates a TDMA schedule that is used to select a new cluster head.
The cluster head is selected in rotation from the nodes in the zone based on this
schedule. The rest of the nodes are put to sleep. The nodes at the sink tend to fail
earlier due to higher traffic. To recover from this, the authors propose a cascading
movement of the redundant sensor nodes toward zones near the sink. PASC_AR
maintains network connectivity and coverage by preventing routing holes.
Azharuddin et al. [12] propose an energy saving and FT routing technique, called
DFTR that not only deals with energy utilization of cluster heads but also their
fault tolerance. The routing is done based on the following criteria: (1) gateway to
next hop gateway distance, (2) next-hop gateway to base station distance, and (3)
energy remaining at the next-hop gateway. In the cluster setup phase, the clusters
are formed and data is transmitted to the base station by the cluster heads. In
this technique, the cluster heads are classified into three categories: (1) forward
cluster head (ForwardCH), (2) backward cluster head (BackwardCH), and (3)
orphan cluster head (OrphanCH). ForwardCH (G) is a set of neighboring cluster
heads of the cluster head G closer to the base station. BackwardCH (G) is a set of
neighboring cluster heads of the cluster head G which are farther from base station
than G and ForwardCH in different routes. OrphanCHs are cluster heads that are
not included in ForwardCH and BackwardCH. If the next-hop faulty cluster head
is from ForwardCH, then a new next-hop gateway from ForwardCH is selected on
the basis of minimum cost. If the ForwardCH for a gateway is empty, then the new
next-hop gateway is selected from BackwardCH on the basis of minimum cost.
Moreover, if the gateway doesn’t have any ForwardCH and BackwardCH, then that
CH is said to be OrphanCH and a gateway that has BackwardCH can help out the
OrphanCH.

25.3.2 Reactive Techniques
Rana [2] proposes a modified dynamic source routing (DSR) algorithm offering
energy-efficient, fault tolerant routing. The major features of this technique are (1)
non-usage of nodes below certain energy threshold in the routing process, and (2)
two routes cached between source and destination. Initially in the route discovery
phase, the source node floods the network with route request packets (RREQ).
It appends to this packet, its energy level at time t. Only the nodes with energy
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level above a threshold energy participate in the flooding process. Each node that
participates in this process appends its energy level to the RREQ packet. Multiple
packets traveling through multiple paths may reach the destination D. Two best paths
are selected based on the highest average energy of the paths. The destination waits
for a time period T , for the arrival of all possible packets before making the final
decision. Once the decision has been made the destination sends a route reply packet
(RREP) informing the source about the selected paths. In the case of failure in the
primary path, the secondary path is immediately used and the neighboring nodes
send route error message (RERR) to update the routing information.
Gupta et al. [23] propose an energy-efficient fault tolerant clustering algorithm,
named B 3 F T . In this technique, the authors discuss fault tolerance for cluster heads
without the redundant usage of cluster heads. Initially during the bootstrap process,
all the cluster heads broadcast a HELLO message which consists of the cluster
head ID, distance from base station, remaining energy, and distance from the base
station. Sensor nodes that receive this message are considered to be in the range
of the cluster head. All nodes that did not receive the HELLO packet broadcast
an REQ message. Nodes which receive the REQ packet reply with RES packet
that consists of its ID, distance from the base station, and the overhead of cluster
head it is the associated with. In the next phase, the sensors join various cluster
heads by considering the routing overhead, the distance between the nodes and the
gateways, and the remaining energy of relay nodes. If a sensor node couldn’t find a
cluster head, then the neighbor node with the higher remaining energy and minimal
overhead acts as a cluster head for that node. In the case of cluster head failure,
all sensor nodes associated with this node broadcast REQ message and wait for an
REP message. If a node receives REP message from cluster heads, then the node
will associate itself with cluster head that has minimum cost else it joins the node
with minimum cost.
Azharuddin et al. [13] propose a fault tolerant clustering- based routing algorithm
based on particle swarm optimization. This routing technique has two stages: (1)
network setup stage and (2) steady state. During the network setup phase, the base
station assigns ID to all the nodes and gateways. The nodes broadcast these IDs and
are assigned to gateways depending on the distance from the nodes. The gateways
send this local node information to base station, where the load (number of packets
received) of each gateway is calculated. This can be calculated as follows:
"
Pr (gi ) =

{Pr (gj ) = gi , gj ∈ G}

0

If N extH op(gj ) = gi , ∀gj ∈G
Otherwise

(25.1)

where Pr (gi ) is the number of data packets received by each gateway gi per round.
Let ER , ET (gi , NextH op(gi )), and Eintraclstr be the energy utilization due to
receiving of data by the gateways, sending of a data packets to the next-hop gateway,
and energy utilization of a gateway gi due to various intra-cluster activity. The power
utilized by a gateway gi for a round can be calculated as follows:
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Econsump (gi ) = Pr (gi ) × ER + (Pr (gi ) + 1)×
ET (gi , N extH op(gi )) + Eintraclstr
The lifetime of gi with remaining residual energy Er (gi ) can be calculated as
follows: Lif etime(gi ) = Er (gi)/Econsmp (gi ). We maximize the lifetime of the
gateway with minimum lifetime by minimizing the routing load over the gateway.
This is achieved with the help of particle swarm optimization. In case of a gateway
failure during routing, the preceding gateway to the failed gateway broadcasts a
HELP message. The neighboring gateways respond and the gateway with maximum
lifetime toward the base station is selected as the new gateway. If no gateways
respond, then the gateway is assumed as dead.
Hezaveh et al. [26] propose a technique called fault tolerant and energy aware
mechanism (FTEAM). In this technique, we identify overlapped sensor nodes and
put the nodes with highest residual energies to sleep so they can be used as a cluster
head in case of cluster head failures. FTEAM consists of four phases: (1) cluster
formation, (2) error free, (3) cluster failure, and (4) error recovery phase. In the
initial phase, clusters are formed as nodes associate themselves with cluster heads
depending upon the distance. The cluster heads determine the overlapped nodes
with similarly sensed data and put the nodes with higher residual energy to sleep.
In the error free state, the nodes send sensed data to cluster heads, which aggregates
the data and sends it to the base station. During this state many nodes die and the
energy of the cluster heads gradually decline below a certain threshold. This results
in switching to error recovery phase wherein the sleeping nodes are awoken and
the 5% of nodes with the highest energy is chosen as new cluster heads. When all
sleeping nodes die later, the network fails.

25.3.3 Holistic Techniques
Dima et al. [24] propose an integrated fault tolerance framework (IFTF) which
holistically considers all the fault issues in WSNs. IFTF monitors the wireless sensor
network and can detect and diagnose application level faults, network layer faults,
and establish the root cause of the fault. To achieve this IFTF uses two services,
(1) a network level diagnosis sub-service for identifying network level faults such
as node and link failure and (2) an application testing sub-service for detecting
application anomalies. IFTF manager coordinates these two sub-services together
to deal with complex fault scenarios. Application testing sub-service is responsible
for ascertaining the adeptness of the system in accomplishing its functionalities.
It performs functional testing by comparing an input value with expected value.
The network diagnosis service monitors the energy levels of the nodes and the
connectivity of the nodes to their neighbors. It uses a two-phase detection algorithm
for detecting permanently faulty nodes.
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25.4 Network and Radio Model
We consider a clustered WSN which consists of a single base station/sink and
multiple clusters of sensor nodes. The sensor nodes in each cluster are normal nodes
that are responsible for sensing and transmitting the data to their respective cluster
heads (CH). All the nodes and the cluster heads are considered to be homogeneous
with identical initial energy levels. The CHs are also normal nodes with the same
energy constraints as that of sensing nodes. The CHs receive the sensed data,
aggregate the data, and forward it to the base station. Direct data transmission occurs
if the base station is one hop away from the CH else the aggregated data is forwarded
to the CH closer to the base station. The nodes are deployed randomly as in smart
dust model. The sensor nodes and CHs are considered immobile. There is only a
single base station which is stationary and has an inexhaustible power supply. All
sensor nodes have equivalent bi-directional communication range. All the wireless
links are assumed to be symmetric so as to compute the distance between the nodes
based on the received signal strength [48]. CSMA/CA MAC protocol is used by the
CHs for communicating with base station [48]. For energy consumption analysis
we only consider the energy used due to transmission and receiving of data since
radio is the most power consuming parts as the consumption due to sensing and
computing is negligible.
In this technique we use a radio model that is used in [25]. The energy dissipated
ET due to the transmission of a message of size l-bit between two nodes separated
by a distance d is given by
ET (l, d) =

"
l(Eelec + εF S × d 2 )
l(Eelec + εMP

× d 4)

f or (d < d0 )
f or (d > d0 )

(25.2)

√
where d0 = εF S /εMP , Eelec is the electronic energy required by the circuit, εF S
and εMP are the transmit amplifier parameters that represent the energy required
by the amplifier in free space and multipath models, respectively. The energy
dissipation at the receiver sensor node for a message of size l-bit is given by
ER (l) = l × Eelec

(25.3)

Moreover, the energy consumed for fusing l−bits can be given by
EF (l) = l × Edf
where Edf is the energy incurred due to fusing of one bit data.
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25.5 Proposed Technique
The proposed technique has four phases: (1) setup phase, (2) route determination
phase, (3) data communication phase, and (4) fault recovery phase.

25.5.1 Network Setup
Initially the network will be in the setup phase and all the sensor nodes send a
HELLO message to the sink. The sink then assigns an ID to all sensor nodes.
During the setup phase, we use any of the standard clustering algorithm to cluster
the network and assign a cluster head to each cluster. The cluster head in each of
the cluster sends a HELLO message to all its nodes with specific power and based
on the strength of the signal received, it finds the nearest node to itself. The nearest
node to the cluster head in each cluster is assigned as the vice cluster head. The
sink then broadcasts a HELLO message using specific amount of power to all the
cluster heads. The sink calculates the distances to each sensor node using the radio
strength and this distance is sent back to the cluster head. The setup phase ends
and the communication phase starts wherein the nodes send their data to the cluster
heads and the cluster heads will fuse multiple identical values into a single value
[25]. After a certain amount of time the network switches back to the setup phase
so as to balance the energy of the nodes in the network. Subsequently, it enters
the communication phase and this process continues until the network encounters a
fault.

25.5.2 Route Discovery and Routing Algorithm
We develop our routing technique on top of the foregoing medium access control
(MAC) layer. The major steps in our routing technique are given below:
Step 1: Initially in the route determination phase, each cluster head broadcasts
an REQ packet similar to that of dynamic source routing (DSR). The REQ initially
consists of the source ID, destination ID, the energy of the each cluster head, and
the distance to the sink that was obtained during the bootstrap process.
Step 2: This REQ packet is flooded among other cluster heads, and each cluster
adds to the packet their respective ID, energy level, and the distance to the base
station.
Step 3: We define an energy threshold level. Any cluster head that has energy
level below this threshold will not participate in the flooding process.
Step 4: The broadcasted REQ packets reach the destination. For each cluster
head, the sink starts a timer on the arrival of the first REQ packet from that cluster
head. The sink will wait for more packets till timer expires. Once the timer expires
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the sink will analyze and select the routes for each cluster head based on the
remaining energy level and the sum of distance of all cluster heads in the path to
the sink. Based on this the routes for each cluster head are prioritized and are given
priority numbers P1, P2,. . ., Pn.
Step 5: Thereafter, the sink sends an REP message to the cluster heads through
all the discovered routes for the cluster heads. The REP message consists of the ID
of the nodes that are in the path and the priority of that path.
Step 6: Once all REP messages reach the cluster heads they save the routes on
basis of their priority and the route with priority P1 will be used for sending data to
base station. The intermediate nodes between the source and destination also save
the routes.
Step 7: Once the routes are selected, the cluster heads pass the route information
to their respective vice cluster heads and the vice cluster head resume their sleep
state after storing this information.
The routing algorithm has been given in Algorithm 1.

25.5.3 Fault Tolerance
In this technique we only consider faults in routing especially disruption of route
due to failure of cluster heads. We can consider the following cases of failures:
Failure of the source cluster head. When the source cluster head fails, the vice
cluster head takes over the job of the cluster head. The routing table is already
present in the vice cluster head as explained before.
Failure of the intermediate cluster head. When the data from the source cluster
head is sent ahead and one of the intermediate cluster heads fails then the failed
cluster head sends an error message (ERR) to the preceding cluster head. The
preceding cluster head will switch its route from primary to secondary route and
the faulty cluster head will be replaced by the vice cluster head. If the secondary
route also fails, then it will use the tertiary route and so on. Since the routes have
been stored this will save us from recalculating the routes again.
Failure of vice cluster head. On the instance of vice cluster head failure, we go
back to the network setup phase, recluster the network, and determine new routes.
The fault tolerance algorithm has been given in Algorithm 2.

25.6 Simulation Results and Discussion
25.6.1 Experimental Setup
The proposed protocol was simulated using MATLAB R2015a on an Intel i5
machine with 2.40 GHz and 16 GB RAM running on Ubuntu 15.10. We deployed
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Algorithm 1 Proposed routing algorithm
Input: ∀CHk , Energyk , Distance to Sink k
Output: All paths, f rom Source CHi to Sink
1: procedure CH–ROUTESELECTION
2:
N odei receives REQi packet from it N eighborN ode(i)
3:
if N odei ! = sink then
4:
if Energy(i) < Et hresh then
5:
REQi ← REQi + (I di , Energyi , Disti )
6:
Forward REQi to N eighborN odes(i)
7:
else
8:
N odei does not broadcast
9:
end if
10:
else if N odei is == Sink then
11:
Start timerj
12:
while timeri < T imethresh do
13:
if REQ == REQi then
14:
REQSet (i) ← REQSet (i) ∪ REQi
15:
end if
16:
end while
17:
for each Request REQi ∈ REQSet (j ) do
18:
Cost (j, i) ← 0.3 × Dist (Source, Sink) + 0.7 × Energy(Source, Sink)
19:
end for
20:
for each row Cost (j, :) do
21:
Sort Cost (j, :)
22:
Set Priority in Descending Order in Cost (j, :)
23:
end for
24:
for each REQi in REQSet (j ) do
25:
REPi ← REPi + (I di , P athi , P riorityi )
26:
Forward REPi to Sourcei
27:
end for
28:
Node Ni creates routing table using REP messages.
29:
end if
30: end procedure
31:
32: procedure CH–ROUTING
33:
Use the Path with P riority = 1
34: end procedure

400 sensor nodes in a square area of size 300×300 square meters. The topology of
the simulated network is illustrated in Fig. 25.2. The sensor nodes were considered
to have a starting energy of 2 J. When the energy level of the node reached 0 J the
node was considered dead. We use Weibull reliability function [10] to model the
faults in the cluster heads in our network which is given by


R(t) = e

−

t−γ
η

β

(25.5)

where γ is the location parameter, η is the scale parameter, and β is the shape
parameter. We set the values of γ = 0, β = 3, and η = 3000. If β is greater
than 1, then the rate of failure increases with time else if β is less than 1, then the
rate of failure decreases with time. Moreover, β = 0 the rate of failure is constant.
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Algorithm 2 Fault tolerance algorithm
1: procedure CH–FAULTTOLERANCE
2:
for i ∈ Priority do
3:
if Path with P riority = i fails due to CH failure then
4:
if Vice CH not used then
5:
Awake Vice CH
6:
Replace CH with Vice CH
7:
Update routing Tables
8:
end if
9:
else
10:
Use path with P riority = i + 1
11:
end if
12:
end for
13: end procedure
300

250

200

150

100

50

0
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

Fig. 25.2 The simulated network topology

β is chosen as per the analysis provided in [31] where it is established that the
failure of cluster heads can be represented using a Weibull distribution with β = 3.
Furthermore, [12] uses β = 3 for gateway faults in WSN. The simulation parameters
used in the simulation are shown in Table 25.5. The parameters used are similar to
[25].
The proposed algorithm is compared with DFTR [12] and LEACH [14] in terms
of residual energy, number of packets received at sink, number of dead cluster heads,
and network lifetime. We discuss the results of the experiments in the following
sections.
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Table 25.5 The simulation
parameters

Fig. 25.3 The number of
alive nodes per round in the
simulated network among
DFTR, LEACH, and HCDSR

Simulation parameters
Network size
Number of clusters
Initial sensor node energy
Eelec
EF
Communication range
εF S
εMP
d0
Packet size
Message size
Ethresh

400
300×300
2.0 J
50 nJ/bit
5 nJ/bit
100 m
10 pJ/bit/m2
0.0013 pJ/bit/m4
88 m
4000 bits
200 bits
20%

250
200
150
100
50
0
0

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

25.6.2 Analysis of HCDSR
A wireless sensor network consisting of 120 nodes was simulated and clustered
initially into 20 clusters. These 120 nodes were deployed in a sensing field of size
300 × 300. The sink was placed at the center of the sensing field at the coordinates
(150,150). The simulated network is depicted in Fig. 25.2. The total number of alive
nodes is compared in Fig. 25.3. We can see that the total alive nodes after 5000
rounds for the proposed technique are more than the LEACH and DFTR. Nodes
are considered dead when their energy reaches 0 J or due to the simulation of faults
following the Weibull distribution. We can observe in our proposed technique that
initially there is a decrease in alive nodes that stabilize after a certain amount of
rounds.
The stability of alive nodes is due to the energy threshold that was applied which
resulted in many cluster heads with lower energy not to participate in the clustering,
whereas in LEACH protocol, we can observe that the rate of dead nodes increases
after a certain number of rounds. The DFTR protocol that does not provide an energy
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threshold has the least amount of total energy in the network. This is because once
the cluster head dies in DFTR technique and nodes of clusters become orphan they
have to send it to a longer distance. Since DFTR uses special fixed gateways, a
failure in the cluster head means another normal node doesn’t take its place as a
replacement, unlike the proposed technique. Figure 25.4 shows the total energy in
the network per round for each of the technique. It is also similar to the previous
graph where the total energy at the end of 5000 rounds is highest in the proposed
technique. Hence, we can clearly say that the proposed technique increases the
overall lifetime of the network as compared to LEACH and DFTR.
The total number of packets that have been transmitted to the sink for 5000
rounds has been compared in Fig. 25.5. We can see that the proposed technique
transmits the maximum amount of packets. This is due to the presence of vice
cluster heads which replace the failed cluster heads unlike LEACH protocol or
DFTR protocol. A higher number of packets transmitted to the base station indicates
the longer life of gateways. We can see that the proposed algorithm performs better
than both DFTR and LEACH.
Fig. 25.4 Comparison of
total energy in the simulated
network per round among
DFTR, LEACH, and HCDSR
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Alive Nodes

80
60
40
20
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Fig. 25.5 The total number
of data packets received at
sink per round among DFTR,
LEACH, and HCDSR
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25.7 Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed a reliable and resilient routing technique for
wireless sensor networks that forms the atomic component of IoT for smart city
applications. We have proposed a taxonomy for fault tolerant techniques in WSN.
Furthermore, we proposed a new fault tolerant routing algorithm for hierarchical
WSN networks based on modified DSR (dynamic source routing) and vice cluster
heads. Multiple routes are identified and these routes are prioritized on the basis of
residual energy in the path and the distance of the source from the sink. In addition,
the proposed technique uses vice cluster heads to tolerate faults during routing. We
have shown through simulation that the proposed technique is better than LEACH
and DFTR in terms of total energy in the network, the total number of packets
transmitted to the sink, and the number of alive nodes. Our future work will be based
on the mobility of the sensor nodes and the interaction with other IoT components.
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